
PREFFERED COLOR THEME IS YELLOW (AND ITS SHADES) AND WHITE in majority.
Open for third color which is in contrast. And 4th color,if only needed, in minute quantity.
Example purpose only.

UIUX aspects and features
1. Symmetry
2. Spacious
3. Clean and sharp looking
4. Space in fonts wherever it looks good.



1. First Screen
a. Logo and Name of Company

i. Note the logo is a part of the background, they are not different.

ii. Avoid Logos and design like these ,here overall
background different, app base red is different and then there is another
white base.

b. Instead of “CREATE NEW ACCOUNT “ we can have a “LET’S START” or
something catchy, you also suggest .



2. Loading Screen (if at all it needs loading)
a. Name, logo, “LOADING” word and circle, some unique and catchy animation is

good, if possible.



3. Screen
a. Mobile number input and Otp verification
b. Resend message option
c. Simplistic design with color theme matching and complimenting the overall

experience. Shades of main color theme
d. Note number pad is NOT blocking the mobile number input area, otp input area



PAGE ZERO from Requirements document (point 2.b.i)

● App looks spacious, spaced font
● Symmetric
● Circular shape image
● Name is min 3 capital alphabets and maximum 6



○ EX. 3 letter & 6 letter names. Text is centered, box size unchained
When clicked on search bar

Categories tab is disappeared when clicked on
search bar and screen is blank, no celebrities shown,

After typing in search bar



Its scrollable and KEYPAD disappears while
scrolling.
When clicked on CATEGORIES

5 categories is shown and rest categories will
be scrollable. and screen is blank, no celebrities shown,



When clicked on category

Selected category is shown and topics in it.



MAIN PAGE



Sample image options (since pixel matters , we dont want a blurred , distorted image)

Image  covers the all top space in above example. Open for yellow borders throught the cards,
suggest variations



When clicked on the circular shape “ ” following tab shows

i. Details for the number in the circular shape
1. It is a numerical variable.
2. It is a one digit number.
3. It is different for all cards and is randomly selected from a pool of

1-9. (inclusive of 1 and 9)
4. It is selected by the software itself.

ii. Clicking/ taping once on the circle that shows number - will open a
pop-up.

iii. Another tap - closes it.
iv. Details of the Pop-Text that shows after clicking the circular shape are.

1. Pop -up is a Small text around 25 words.
2. This text is same for all cards. It doesn't change.



Invisible Side Bar



Another sample is in this app. It's unique and super awesome. Try the look and feel in the app.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.buddydelivery.customer

It's screen shot.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.buddydelivery.customer


SAMPLE ICONS FOR SIDEBAR

or Just icons with tab as base

Or

Or



Other sample

Other NOTES:
If you have already worked on something similar thats better than this, suggestions are most
welcomed, it will save time and speed the project.


